An in vitro model study of BSp73 rat tumour cell invasion into endothelial monolayer.
In order to study the process of invasion in more detail we developed an in vitro model of the vessel wall. Rat tumour cells derived from an adenocarcinoma of the pancreas, BSp73 AS--of high invasive but low metastatic capacity--and BSp73 ASML--not invasive but highly metastatic--were compared for their mode of invasion into confluent monolayers of endothelial cells. Corneal as well as vascular endothelial cells were plated alternatively onto the basal lamina-like bovine lens capsule that was mounted in a combi-ring dish or reconstituted extracellular matrix (Basement Membrane Matrigel) as substrata. The endothelial monolayers were confronted with AS- and ASML-tumour cells. The interaction of the various cell types was followed by scanning and transmission electron microscopy. The invasive cell type AS was able to force the endothelial cells to retract and subsequently undermined the endothelial cell layer. In the noninvasive cell population ASML most cells remained in the typical roundish morphology and did not interact with the endothelial cell layers. Only a very minor fraction of ASML populations was able to attach to and also invade into the endothelial cell monolayer. It could be shown that AS-cells individually and as small groups penetrated the endothelial cell layer. The results of transmission and scanning electron microscopy suggest that endothelial cell retraction and underlapping of adjacent endothelial cells by tumour cells play an important role in invasion and extravasation through blood vessels. Against all expectations, the nonmetastasizing tumour cell variant (AS-cells) exhibited a dramatic invasive behaviour whereas the highly metastatic ASML-variant mostly retained its spherical shape and showed invasive activity only in exceptional cases.